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Some biographers are prosecutors while others are advocates. Prosecutori-

al biographers are all alike, but the defenders differ. The staunchest ones en-

ter a plea of not guilty and try to refute the prosecutor’s allegations. They de-

fend innocent men. But when the facts are damning, a prudent advocate will 

plead no contest and then try to mitigate the condemnation. His intentions 

were good, they say, and the times were tough. In the court of biography this 

latter strategy is called the apologia. It concedes the crime but rationalizes its 

commission. 

This is Lars Lih’s second book on Lenin and it has to be classified as an 

apologia. The first book, Lenin Rediscovered, was a staunch defense of a 

much-maligned man, but it only covered the first dozen years of Lenin’s po-

litical career. The new book, though one-quarter the length, tells the whole 

story of Lenin’s political life, from his budding “romance” with Marxism 

through the heady days of revolution, when Lenin was finally able to put the-

ory into practice. In the end things didn’t turn out quite as expected. The 

young Ulianov had wanted “to bring political freedom to Russia,” Lih ob-

serves in the epilogue, “yet Lenin founded a regime in which political free-

doms – rights of speech, assembly, association, etc. – were conspicuously ab-

sent.” (p. 201) Worse still, the last year of his active career “was marked by 

particularly irritable and aggressive outbursts on Lenin’s part that seemed to 

be aimed at permanently silencing independent views.” (p. 164) As Camus’ 

character Skouratov quips in The Just Assassins, “One begins by wanting jus-

tice – and one ends by setting up a police force.” But if the results were 

somewhat disappointing, Lih admits, it was only because the circumstances 

were so difficult and Lenin’s dreams so grand: “Lenin can be viewed as a 

Noah figure, confidently building his ark as the flood waters rose. As it 

turned out, the ark was leaky because it was built on unsound assumptions, 

the voyage involved more suffering than anyone bargained for, and the ark 

ended up far from where its builder planned. But nevertheless the ark did ride 

out the storm.” (p. 205) 

Lih’s book describes itself as a “biographical essay” (p. 13), more an im-

pressionistic interpretation of a life than a painstaking reconstruction of its 

details. The volume is a contribution to Reaktion Books’ Critical Lives se-

ries, which aims to “present the work of important cultural figures in the con-

text of their lives.” Lenin is the odd man out in this series because the rest are 

mostly artists of one sort or another. Mahatma Gandhi is the only other 

statesman. The book is aimed at a general audience. It is well written, acces-

sible, and probably the snappiest book on Lenin in the English language. 
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More than sixty photographs bring the subject to life. But the scholarly appa-

ratus is spare and, maddeningly, there is no index. The book is almost exactly 

the opposite of the behemoth Lih published on What Is To Be Done?. Strik-

ingly, the earlier book devoted more than 500 pages to the analysis of the 

controversial second chapter in Lenin’s most famous pamphlet, but in the 

new work the topic is not mentioned at all. It is one of many surprising si-

lences. 

The portrait Lih paints of Lenin is different from many others because he 

thinks his predecessors have veered from an unbiased “warts and all” ap-

proach to a methodology of  “nothing but warts.” (p. 13) In the most recent 

books, Lih says, Lenin’s “political life was reduced to a number of shocking 

statements, mostly from the time of the Russian civil war, in which he de-

manded energetic repression. Sometimes it seemed as if the whole vast drama 

of the Russian revolution and its tragic outcomes were caused by one man’s 

intolerance and cruelty.” (p. 13) Lenin has been depicted as a pessimist, a re-

alist, and an opportunistic schemer, but as Lih sees it the Bolshevik leader 

was just the opposite. From start to finish, Lenin was a determined optimist, 

the scourge of every philistine, and a hopeless romantic about the popular 

classes. Lih’s thesis is that “Lenin was driven by a highly optimistic, indeed 

romantic, scenario of inspiring class leadership that had strong roots in Euro-

pean Social Democracy.” (p. 16) This world view was perfectly orthodox be-

cause it simply applied the German Marxism of Karl Kautsky to Russian 

conditions. According to Lih, “The basic contours of this heroic scenario 

were set out by Lenin in St. Petersburg in 1893-4 and remained unchanged 

for the rest of his life.” (p. 192) Lenin did not evolve intellectually, Lih ar-

gues, but only adapted to changing circumstances. The romantic scenario he 

fashioned for the proletariat was like God’s covenant with Noah: “Once Len-

in made this commitment, he never wavered.” (p. 213) 

Lenin’s heroic scenario cast the Russian proletariat, under the guidance of 

its leading representatives, in the role of vozhd of the popular movement that 

would topple the autocracy. This initial democratic revolution would then 

clear the path for the march forward to a second, socialist revolution. It was 

an alternative path to the same goal for which Lenin’s older brother had sac-

rificed his life, Lih says, and it was “shot through with optimistic assump-

tions about the inspiring power of class leadership.” (p. 31) Lenin is said to 

have “worked out the Marxist underpinnings of his heroic scenario” (p. 42) 

all by himself, as an application of Kautsky’s Marxism to the tsarist context. 

We are told, surprisingly, that “Kautsky has as good a title as anyone to be 

called the father of Russian Social Democracy.” (p. 57) That title is typically 

reserved for Georgii Plekhanov, who first devised the heroic scenario for 

which Lenin is assigned credit, but in this book and his previous one Lih tells 

the story as if there was no body of Russian Marxism that preceded Lenin 

and in which he had been schooled. In this way Lenin is made out to be per-

fectly orthodox from beginning to end because he crafted the Russian ortho-

doxy in the first place, under Kautsky’s influence. Though much is made of 
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Lenin’s “love” for Kautsky (p. 128), Lih fails to mention that Lenin actually 

used this emotionally charged term to describe his feelings for Plekhanov, 

who later came to disappoint him terribly. It was about Plekhanov that Lenin 

said “an enamored youth receive[d] from the object of his love a bitter lesson 

– to regard all persons ‘without sentiment,’ to keep a stone in one’s sling.” 

But the thesis of Lenin’s unwavering orthodoxy is more plausible if the point 

of comparison is Kautsky’s Marxism rather than Plekhanov’s, so the story is 

told as if Lenin invented Russian Marxism rather than inherited it. 

There are other striking silences. There is no explanation of the issues that 

divided Lenin from the rest of the leadership at the Second Party Congress; 

(p. 81) important works like State and Revolution are dismissed as “the dili-

gent note-taking of a writer who feels compelled to make a case concerning a 

subject with which he is relatively unfamiliar” (p. 12); the reader is not told 

what the outcome of the elections for the Constituent Assembly was (p. 141); 

the Kronstadt Rebellion is consigned to the caption of a picture (p. 156); and 

Lenin’s last struggle with Stalin is passed over in silence. (p. 167) These au-

thorial choices make the book distinctive but also incomplete. Quite a bit of 

Lenin’s record is consigned to the memory hole. 

Lih describes two main turning points in Lenin’s career. The first came on 

8 April 1917, “literally the day before his train left the Zurich station,” when 

“Lenin’s scenario of class leadership underwent a modification with far-

reaching implications.” (p. 132) It was on this day that Lenin drafted his 

“April Theses,” which urged the heroic proletarian movement to press for-

ward immediately with “steps toward socialism,” even before the bourgeois-

democratic revolution had been consolidated in Russia. This proposal came 

like a bolt out of the blue, Lih says, because “right up to the day before he 

left Switzerland, Lenin had spoken of two distinct types of revolutions: the 

democratic revolution in Russia and the socialist revolution in Western Eu-

rope.” (p. 133) Now the timetable for Russia had suddenly been accelerated, 

but Lih argues that this switch resulted not from a rethinking of his heroic 

scenario but from Lenin’s reading of events in the countryside, where the 

spread of class conflict within the village was taken to be proof that “Russia 

was in fact ripe for socialist revolution.” (p. 148) It wasn’t the theory that had 

changed, in other words, but only the facts on the ground. How Lenin could 

have ascertained these facts in Zurich isn’t explained. The question is com-

plicated, but I find Lih’s analysis of this crucial moment less convincing than 

the one offered by Neil Harding in his two volume study of Lenin’s Political 

Thought. 

The other crucial turning point is not, as one might guess, the introduction 

of the New Economic Policy (NEP) in 1921. That is the standard account, 

Lih says, but “the standard account is profoundly misleading. In reality Len-

in’s rethinking began in 1919, just as soon as he realized that things were not 

‘turning out just as we said they were’.” (p. 155) It was in the second year of 

the civil war and not its last that Lenin is said to have shifted “from his usual 

stance of aggressive unoriginality to one of reluctant originality.” (p. 154) 
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But this originality concerned only means and not ends. The heroic scenario 

remained the guiding framework. When he realized in 1919 that the “state 

farms were negative examples that pushed the peasantry away from social-

ism” (p. 173), Lenin abandoned them and turned instead to material incen-

tives to win back the allegiance of the middle peasantry. “NEP did not 

change Lenin’s strategy for enlisting the support of the middle peasant for 

socialism – it merely changed the dimensions of the problem. The basic goal 

remained, as before, to provide abundant material goods through state chan-

nels.” (p. 178) Combined with the campaigns to spread literacy and electrifi-

cation into the countryside, the new tactics initiated in 1919 represented “a 

new scenario that still reflected the optimistic spirit of his original one of in-

spiring class leadership.” (p. 180) 

Lih’s analysis seeks to deflate the importance of NEP in the story of Len-

inism. It did not represent a break with the first years of the revolution or a 

different model of socialism. The new policies “were just another round of 

painful compromises” whose origin “can be traced back to concerns that be-

gan to surface in 1919.” (p. 155) Those concerns surfaced when the ark that 

Lenin built began to founder on the rocks of Russian reality. 

The ark, however, did not sink. Lenin managed to save it and to bequeath 

it to his successors. Lih does not blame Lenin for the fact that the heir to his 

mantle transformed the ark into a virtual slave ship. He says Lenin would not 

have done what Stalin did and that is probably true. (p. 203) But it is also true 

that a leader who was committed to democratic pluralism would not have 

done what Lenin did, even as the flood waters rose. A man less deluded by a 

messianic vision would have made different choices. He would have done 

less for which his advocates have to apologize. 
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